can imagine how well the process worked.

7. Imagine playing without using music or hand memory. (2X) The degree to which you

6. Play the unit from memory. (2X)

the previous steps of this is too difficult. (2X)

5. Away from the music, play the unit from memory with the left hand only. (2X) Return to

_____________________

(2X)

moves across the string.

4. Look at the music and imagine playing it. Be sure to imagine as much detail as possible

3. Play the unit while looking at the music, but with the left hand only. (2X)

_____________________

(2X)

objects learned previously.

2. Play the unit from the music, making sure to correct any mistakes, and improve on all

or against the phrases (over the phrase endings). One can memorize by phrases (4 bar, or 8 bar)

completes the music, the smaller the unit. One can memorize by phrases (4 bar, or 8 bar)

1. Pick a unit of memorization - determined by the difficulty of the music: the more

Memorization